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1: British Military Launches Tech-Innovation Initiative
British Airways customers have supported more than 26 projects so far, impacting the lives of , people and resulting in
community benefits of over Â£ million. From schools in the UK to sustainable agriculture projects in Kenya, all of the
projects provide vital support to local communities and reduce carbon emissions.

This is bad news for the planet. We urgently need a more circular economy to reduce both raw resource use
and waste. Why dump waste when it could be turned into food or other valuable products? Cardiff-based Get
Wonky wants to end the waste. They turn misshapen strawberries and odd-shaped apples into additive-free
juices. Supermarkets are cottoning on to the idea as well: It avoids many of the harmful environmental impacts
or ethical concerns of conventional leather. Leather alternatives for vegans â€” shoe shopping can be a
nightmare. All in One Fish and Chips? Wild fish stocks are under immense pressure from overfishing. Even
farmed fish add to the problem, because they are often fed on wild fish. SeaChips makes crisps from salmon
skin offcuts that would otherwise go to waste. Can Food Packaging be Circular Too? Black plastic used for
ready meals often ends up in landfill along with other non-recyclable materials. But Swindon-based Recycling
Technologies hopes to change that. They have devised a process which breaks down mixed plastics into
smaller molecules. These are then turned into useful industrial oils and waxes. One day they might be able to
recycle plastic from landfill sites or even sweep up plastic from the oceans. What About the Scourge of Plastic
Bottles? Plastic bottles are a huge environmental problem. Around the world, one million plastic bottles are
bought every minute. This is because there is so much plastic in the oceans that fish eat it â€” and then we eat
the fish. But design firm Pentatonic , based in London and Berlin, is making beautifully crafted products from
that waste. Plastic bottles are turned into cushions, wallets and chairs. Old smartphone screens into elegant
glassware and even cigarette butts into jewellery. Each component is made from one material, so that it can be
easily recycled at the end of its life. Another business recycling plastic bottles is Berkshire-based perPETual.
They turn plastic bottles into yarn, which can then be made into different fabrics. Sweet Circular Economy
Food Initiatives When sugar beet is processed to make sugar, the leftover pulp often goes to waste.
CelluComp , based in Fife, has a better idea. The cellulose fibres in the product give it all sorts of useful
properties. Useful Circular Economy Resources Have you been inspired by these circular economy food
initiatives? If so, read more in our articles on reusing coffee grounds , edible beer bars and pickles made from
wonky veg. You can also take a look at our ideas for reducing plastic use. If you have your own idea for a
circular economy startup, amazing! Sign up for our weekly newsletter, jam packed with advice, recipes,
reviews and inspiration. Enter your email for weekly inbox treats The Food Rush uses the information you
provide to send you regular content updates, news, offers and promotions. You are free to unsubscribe at any
time. For more info, check our privacy policy.
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2: British group launches initiative to make EU citizenship permanent - Europe Street News
The British-American Book AWARENESS Initiative is designed to develop AWARENESS of U.K. publishers and their
current and forthcoming titles across the U.S.

Their goal is to shorten the time and increase the effectiveness of a military response in the framework of
NATO, EU or coalitions of the willing to threats from different directions. The Rationale of JEF and E2I The
Joint Expeditionary Force was launched in and is tasked with conducting a full spectrum of operations,
including participation in high-intensity conflicts. The initiative provides Nordic and Baltic countries with an
additional crisis response tool that can be used for NATO, EU or coalition of the willing purposes. JEF is also
of political significance. Through this initiative, the United Kingdom, which has the greatest military potential
in Europe alongside France, demonstrates its readiness to support its allies should they be threatened. The
concept reflects the French vision of European strategic autonomy. Its long-term goal is to build among
European countries a sense of responsibility for the southern neighbourhood, and to provide them with the
capability to conduct independent missions outside their own territories. Unlike JEF, the French proposal does
not assume the creation of a joint multinational force. This should create favourable political and operational
conditions for timely crisis response operations. The E2I emphasis is on missions outside Europe. It does not
refer directly to collective defence, although states should be prepared to participate in the full spectrum of
operations. They were to be the basic tool enabling crisis response and collective defence missions which also
requires, for example, the rapid transfer of forces of high readiness to the territory of threatened states.
However, NATO planning and Allied exercises focused almost exclusively on crisis response missions until
Such missions required different doctrines and training from those required for defensive operations. The EU
also focused on crisis response and built its own rapid reaction Battle Groups each consisting of 1, to 2,
personnel exclusively for the needs of expeditionary operations. They also enforced some level of equipment
modernisation and ensured that Allies kept some forces in a state of high readiness. However, the escalation of
threats from the southern neighbourhood and from Russia since have shown that European countries have too
few well-armed forces in a state of high readiness. Therefore, in the last four years, NATO and the EU have
taken initiatives to increase the European ability to engage in the most demanding missions, including combat
operations. The PESCO mechanism has also been launched in the EU, under which 25 countries have
committed themselves to the regular formation of Battle Groups and launch of projects that enhance the
interoperability of their armed forces. The French and British initiatives aim above all to provide an additional
format of cooperation that will increase the ability to respond to threats. In this way, European states will have
access to an additional tool in the event of paralysis in the decision-making process of NATO or the EU. As
the nuclear powers are involved in both initiatives, Russia will find it more difficult to apply nuclear
blackmail, for example to stop the deployment of troops in an escalating crisis. Flexible capabilities to respond
to different threats to NATO and EU countries will also strengthen the political coherence of both
organisations and their importance in U. Multinational forces that can be used on the territories of NATO and
EU border states, irrespective of complicated decision-making in both organisations, will significantly
increase the possibility of taking action in the Nordic and Baltic regions, complicating Russian calculations.
Poland would also have greater influence on strengthening the political cohesion of NATO and the EU and
would gain an additional tool to engage in missions and deepen political and military cooperation with the
major Allies including the U.
3: Washington Initiative , Carbon Emissions Fee Measure () - Ballotpedia
British Muslim Initiative (BMI). 4, likes Â· talking about this. The British Muslim Initiative (BMI) aims to provide a platform
from which issues.

4: CBA British Columbia - Initiatives
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words were applauded by American people, British were annoyed because it applied to them, Europeans realized words
were back up by British navy, cornerstone of US foreign policy British Initiative British navy helped deter Spanish from
Latin American involvement, wanted to main trade with Latin American republics.

5: The British-American Book AWARENESS Initiative
USA is a community of leaders and learners who support and challenge one another through academic experiences,
research and service that advance the Gulf Coast region and the world.

6: Initiatives - The British Martial Arts & Boxing Association (BMABA)
Part of the initiative will involve the creation of an innovation and research-insights unit aimed at anticipating emerging
technology trends and analyzing the implications for the British defense.

7: British Columbia recall and initiative referendum, - Wikipedia
A British Initiative Aims To Promote Innovative Apps From East India One of Britain's most presÂtigious tech awards,
which resulted in forty companies being taken to the UK so far, the 'TECH.

8: brineurope | Greek-British Initiative
British Columbia has had several referendums in its history. A previous bill, the Direct Legislation Act, was passed by
the Oliver government in the Direct Democracy Act was given royal assent in March of that year, but was never
proclaimed.

9: British Columbia Initiatives - Province of British Columbia
The British Martial Arts & Boxing Association (BMABA) Is The UK's Leading Provider Of Martial Arts Insurance, Martial
Arts Instructor Insurance, Martial Arts Student Cover, Martial Arts Governing Body, Martial Arts Events Insurance,
Licensing & Certification Plus World Class Association Membership Tools.
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